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Introduction:
Fibit reached 400 millions sales in 2015, growing more than 200% in 2014. Despite the
factors that people are paying more attention to healthcare, its newest product marketing,
“Fibit Charge”, which released in January, 2015 might also plays an important factor. This
project will focus on the sentiment analysis of Fitbit related tweets product on Twitter 1
month before “Fitbit Charge” was launched and 3 months after it was released. Through the
analysis, we plan to identify 1) what factors are mainly associated with each
sentiment(negative/positive) so Fitbit could better manage customer experience; 2) how did
the new product launch influence the market reaction to Fitbit and how long the effect will
last.
The literatures listed below are the major references of our project. The article on“ecigarette” helped facilitate the idea of building our own domain dependent dictionary for
categorizing sentiments as well as inspired us to explore how the sentiments are influenced
by different variables “Localized twitter opinion mining using sentiment analysis” offered a
case study using iPhone 6 on twitter, which elaborates the sentiment analysis based on the
features, gender, and location. This provides us good example to understand how to classify
the influential variables and measure their influence within the category. Other articles list
below also discuss the application of twitter sentiment analysis for marketing and social
events in general, which contribute in various way to our project by the introduction of the
predicting model, data cleaning up methods and so on.

Reference Literatures:
Syed Akib Anwar Hridoy, M. Tahmid Ekram, Mohammad Samiul Islam, Faysal Ahmed and
Rashedur M. Rahman
“Localized twitter opinion mining using sentiment analysis.”
Andreea Kamiana Godea , Cornelia Caragea , Florin Adrian Bulgarov, and Suhasini
Ramisetty-Mikler,
“An Analysis of Twitter Data on E-cigarette Sentiments and Promotion”, Artificial
Intelligence in Medicine Volume 9105 of the series Lecture Notes in Computer Science pp
205-215.
Huiji Gao, Jalal Mahmud, Jilin Chen, Jeffrey Nichols, Michelle Zhou

“Modeling User Attitude toward Controversial Topics in Online Social Media”
Shana Dacres, Hamed Haddadi, Matthew Purver
“Topic and Sentiment Analysis on OSNs: A Case Study of Advertising Strategies on Twitter”
Bernad J. Jansen and Mimi Zhang, Kate Sobel, Abdur Chowdury
“Twitter Power: Tweets as Electronic Word of Mouth”
<http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asi.21149/epdf>

Questions they try to answer/ Tasks they have achieved:
1. “Localized twitter opinion mining using sentiment analysis.”
• Provide the company innovative approach for market analysis
• Find sentiments in specific locations that will allow companies to focus their
marketing expenditures on areas where sentiment is low, while maintaining minimum
advertising advertisement in areas of high popularity.
• What is the trend and customers’ reaction of iPhone 6 in social media?
2.
•
•
•

“An Analysis of Twitter Data on E-cigarette Sentiments and Promotion”
How does the sentiment polarities expressed by Twitter users towards e-cigs vary?
How information is disseminated about these relatively new products features?
Created domain-dependent sentiment dictionaries and designed new features based on
polarity measures, user information and tweet structure

3. “Modeling User Attitude toward Controversial Topics in Online Social Media”
● Present a unified computational model that captures people’s sentiment toward a
topic, their specific opinion, and their likelihood of taking an action.
4. “Topic and Sentiment Analysis on OSNs: A Case Study of Advertising Strategies on
Twitter”
• How engagement and sentiment in promoted content spread over a 10-day period?
5. “Twitter Power: Tweets as Electronic Word of Mouth”
● What are the overall economic of word of mouth trends of brand microblogging?
● What are the characteristics of brand microblogging?
● What are patterns of microblogging communication between companies and
consumers?

What are the tasks of our project?
1. Building domain dependent dictionary for sentiment classification
The way of defining positive or negative using a general text dictionary on the internet might
not be accurate and useful to analyze twitter sentiments towards “Fitbit”. Thereby, the first

task of our project is to create a domain dependent dictionary for sentiments classification,
which only applies to the analysis of users’ attitude towards wearable device and fitness
management.
2. Applying Action-object approach to analyze the influences of features
Study what are the popular features that bring the most sentimental discussion on social
media. The method is action-object pair approach ( Zhang & Jansen, 2008). The idea is to not
only present general positive or negative comments about Fitbit, but also present the specific
features that the customers are talking about. The objects here can be categorized into several
types, like “accuracy”, “duration”, “appearance” and so on. The actions could be any
expressions that relevant to the products. It can be criticizing, complementing, asking a
question and so on. Based on the pair match, we are able to generalize the features that got
most discussed, and the customers care about the most. This information could be used for
further marketing approach.
3. Identifying the change of tweets volume before new product and after
Normally there should be more volumes of tweets after releasing new product per day or per
week due to the new exciting features. One of our purposes is to verify whether it is true for
Fitbit. If there is no significant change before and after releasing new product, then it is
worthy to discover the reasons. Maybe twitter users are not the main customer groups for
Fitbit? Or customers lack the incentive to tweet and so on. The standard for “significant
change” will be defined more clearly as processing our data.
What’s more, there is a honeymoon period for launching a new product, due to the early
buyers are most the loyalty customers. However, after the period, more and more general
customers will buy the product and put their negative comments. It will be interesting to
deliver the results of the trend.
4. Feature comparisons
Through the “action-object approach”, we are able to extract the sentimental scores based on
the features. Through comparing the features before and after the new product, we hope can
see the changes of the features in discussion. Whether the emerging of new features of
product drags down the scores of old popular features? Were the new features in heat
discussion, or people just ignore it, still favored the old product?

What they do to clean the data?
•
•

“Localized twitter opinion mining using sentiment analysis.”
Tweets were exacted through the “twitteroauth” version of the public API, which can
be run directly on the local host or on web servers.
Key words are restrained to “camera”, “iOS”, “iTunes”, “screen”, “sound”, and
“touch”. For each tweet, the user name, tweet text, location were exacted. Out of 940
tweets, 530 were from male users, and 410 were from female users. All tweets were
exacted from New York, Los Angeles, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco and
Philadephia (Figure 1).

•

•

•

Basic cleaning were performed through Java.50 dependencies from SNLP were
chosen to be used, including nsubj, amod, dobj and so on. Nsubj is used to find
relations between nouns and adjectives or verbs, for example “My iPhone 6 camera is
awesome!” Relationship between “camera” and “awesome” were exacted. Amod is
the adjectival modifier. Example can be used is “Got the new gold iPhone 6, feeling
great!!”
Sentiment assessment was performed through the tool SentiWordNet (2015). The
numeric score is between -1 and 1, where lower values refers to more negative
sentiment and higher value for the higher sentiment. Due to the tool does not
recognize sentences, the POS tagger is used to separate the tweet into individual
words and assign a part of speech to it. Example is shown in Figure 2.
The results of the paper not only shows the sentimental scores based on genders,
features, it also shows the detailed features preferences per city ( from Figure 3 to
Figure 6) , which can be used for detailed market analysis.

“An Analysis of Twitter Data on E-cigarette Sentiments and Promotion”
• In this project, 105,605 tweets were collected between March and April 2014 (using
Twitter API), based on the following keywords: e-cigs, electronic cigarette, vapor,
vaping, e-juice, e-liquid and personal vaporizer. From the dataset, they manually
annotated 1200 random tweets with the categories: advertising, informational, opinion
(positive and negative) and other.
•

The advertising category contains tweets shared with a commercial purpose, whereas
the informational type refers to the ones providing general information. The opinion
class was subdivided into positive and negative based on the overall sentiment about
e-cigs. The other category consists of neutral or irrelevant tweets that could not be
associated with any category above

“Modeling User Attitude toward Controversial Topics in Online Social Media”
• The paper adopted the opinion “Fracking damages environment” as topic to test on
twitter. Users attitude toward it is divided into support or oppose. The original tweet is
seen as opinion level. Re-tweet or mention the tweet with explicit opinion is regarded
as Action level, as shown in Figure 7.
• The paper extracted adopted several categories like “safety”, “health”, “economy”,
“call for action” ( Fracking should be stopped) to grouped the tweets. Detailed
categories is listed in Figure 8.
“Topic and Sentiment Analysis on OSNs: A Case Study of Advertising Strategies on Twitter”
• Tweets were collected from 11 bands with an active advertising campaign (mainly
because of releasing new product), across different industry domains, ranging from
entertainment to health-care.
• In order to remove noise and bias in analysis caused by spam tweets, the authors
removed users who had posted the exact same tweet more than 20 times, along with
their tweets.

•

The authors performed a pilot study over a 200-tweet development set to determine a
suitable feature representation and classification method; the data was manually
labeled as O2-related or otherwise to give a binary decision problem. The paper tested
a variety of classifiers including Naive Bayes, Naive Bayes Multinomial, ID3, IBK
and J48 decision trees; features were based on the tweet text using a standard bag-ofwords representation with various scaling methods, with the addition of user ID and
date of tweet.

“Twitter Power: Tweets as Electronic Word of Mouth”
● Data was collected through the Summize Tool in 13 consecutive weeks among 50
brands. Summize is a powerful tool that can be used for searching tweets and keeping
up with the emerging trends in Twitter in real time.
● Summize uses a lexicon of 200,000 uni-grams and bi-grams of words and phrases that
have a probability distribution to determine the sentiment of the brand for a given
period. In order to verify the accuracy of the algorithmic classifier, the authors
manually coded tweets from 5 brands, and using the coding development strategy
following Glaser & Strauss’s (1967). The sentimental phases are in orders as: No
sentiment; wretched; bad; so-so; swell; great. As a baseline for comparison, the
authors also collected 14,200 random tweets and to use these tweets for validation of
the 50 brands.

Appendix:
Figure 1: Data extraction procedure

Figure 2: Sentimental analysis through POS tag

Figure 3: National Feature Scores

Figure 4: National Male Feature Scores Average

Figure 5: National Female feature Score Average

Figure 6: San Francisco Feature sentiment Scores

Figure 6: Opinions towards Fracking

Figure 7: Detailed Categories in Fracking Opinions

